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Weak Lensing



Cosmic Shear

The lensing manifests as correlated distortions of 
galaxy ellipticities

intrinsic sources lensed

http://aether.lbl.gov/Weak_Lensing



Convergence Spectra

Convergence power spectra are standard 
observables and can constrain dark energy

Tomography refers to the use of multiple source 
samples to obtain distance/redshift information
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Fig. 1.—Subdividing the source population. Partitioning the galaxies by the
median redshift (or distance D) yields lensing efficiencies with strong overlap.

Fig. 2.—Power spectra and cross-correlation for a subdivision in two across
the median redshift and errors for a survey of 5! on the side,z ! 1median

, and deg"2. Note the strong correlation between2 1/2 5¯Ag S ! 0.4 n ! 2# 10 Rint ij

the two power spectra make the combination of the power spectra less con-
straining than a naive interpretation of the individual errors would imply.These power spectra define the cosmic signal. The intrinsic

ellipticity of the galaxies adds white noise to the cosmic signal,
making the observed power spectra

k 2 ¯C (!) ! P (!)# Ag Sd /n , (4)ij ij int ij i

where is the rms intrinsic shear in each component and2 1/2Ag Sint

is the number density of the galaxies per steradian on then̄i
sky in the whole distribution .n (z)i

The distributions ni(z) need not be physically distinct galaxy
populations. Consider a total distribution n(z) with

dz
a bn (D) ! D exp ["(D/D ) ], (5)"[ ]dD

which roughly approximates that of a magnitude-limited sur-
vey, and take , for definiteness (assumed through-a ! 1 b ! 4
out unless otherwise stated). One can subdivide the sample into
redshift bins to define the distributions ni(z). The power spectra
for cruder partitions can always be constructed out of finer
ones: if the j and k bins are combined, then

2 k 2 k k 2 k¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯n P ! n P # 2n n P # n P ,j#k ( j#k)( j#k) j jj j k jk k kk

k k k¯ ¯ ¯n P ! n P # n P . (6)j#k i( j#k) j ij k ik

In Figure 1, we show an example in which the galaxies with
are binned into n1 and the rest into n2. Here andz ! zmedian

throughout we take our fiducial cosmology as an adiabatic
CDM model with matter density , dimensionlessQ ! 0.35m

Hubble constant , baryon density , cosmo-h ! 0.65 Q ! 0.05b

logical constant , neutrino mass eV, initialQ ! 0.65 m ! 0.7L n

potential power spectrum amplitude A normalized by theCOBE
detection, and tilt .n ! 1S

We also plot in Figure 1 the lensing efficiency function gi(D).
Despite having nonoverlapping source distributions (top), the
lensing efficiencies strongly overlap (bottom), implying that
the resulting convergence maps will have a correspondingly
large cross-correlation. This is of course because the high- and
low-redshift galaxies alike are lensed by low-redshift structures.
Also for this reason, there will be always be a stronger signal

in the high-redshift bins. This fact will be important for signal-
to-noise ratio considerations in choosing the bins.
All of these properties can be seen in Figure 2, where we

plot the resultant power spectra and their cross-correlation for
the equal binning of Figure 1.

3. REDSHIFT BINNING AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION

While subdividing the sample into finer bins always increases
the amount of information, there are two limiting factors. The
first is the shot noise from the intrinsic ellipticities of the gal-
axies. Once the number density per bin is so small that shotn̄i
noise surpasses the signal in equation (4), further subdivision
no longer helps.
Second, if the lensing signal does not change significantly

across the redshift range of the whole distribution, then sub-
division will not add information. These considerations can be
quantified by considering the correlation coefficient between
the power spectra of the subdivisions: . Fork k k 1/2

R ! P /(P P )ij ij ii jj

the model of Figure 2, the power spectra are highly correlated
( ), even with only two subdivisions. Thus, evenR # 0.812

though there is a large enough signal-to-noise ratio to subdivide
the sample further, one gains little information by doing so.
One can combine these two considerations by diagonalizing

the covariance matrix and considering the signal-to-noise ratio
in the diagonal basis. The appropriate strategy for subdivision
depends on the true redshift distribution of the galaxies and
the model for structure formation. One should therefore per-
form this test on the actual data to decide how to subdivide
the sample.
Nevertheless, to make these considerations more concrete,

let us consider the specific goal of measuring the cosmological
parameters pa assuming that the underlying adiabatic CDM
cosmology described above is correct. The Fisher information
matrix can be used to quantify the effect of subdivision. It is
defined as

2! ln L
F ! " , (7)G Hab !p !p xa b
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A Standard DE Forecast

w(a) at pivot scale factor
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Including Baryons!

Baryons alter predictions significantly at large multipoles

SNAP

DES

LSST

SNAP Better Here

also, White 2004; Zhan & 
Knox 2004; Rasia et al. 2004; 

Jing et al. 2006

& Stanek Poster Behind You!



DE Parameter Bias

Maximum Multipole 
Under ConsiderationPa
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Excise Small-Scale 
Information

Scaling of statistical 
error with maximum 
multipole (relative to 
errors at ℓMAX = 3000)

Removing small-scale 
information to eliminate 
bias expands statistical 
error by a factor of ~ 2-4



Halo Concentrations

The largest effect is due to changes in halo structure

galaxy formation
non-radiative gas

dissipationless n-body

& Stanek Poster Behind 
You for Mass Functions ... !

Rasia et al. 2004; 
Lin et al. 2006



Halo Concentrations

The concentration-mass relation for simulated halos 
can be used to model the convergence power spectra

8 RUDD, ZENTNER, & KRAVTSOV

F!". 6.— Mean concentration of radial distributions of main mass components as a function of halo mass. Hashed regions contain 68% of halos in a given mass
bin. Scatter in the concentration relation for the DMO simulation is comparable to that in the DMG NR simulation and is omitted for clarity. Error bars correspond
to the estimated error on the mean concentration in each bin. Left panel: the mean NFW concentration fit to the total (i.e., DM+gas+stars) mass distribution for
all three of our simulations as indicated at the bottom of the panel. Center panel: the mean NFW concentration fit to the dark matter distribution in all three
simulations. Right panel: the mean Burkert concentration fit to the gas density profiles in the DMG NR simulation.

contribution is given by

P1Hi j (k) =
1

!i! j

!

dmm2 fi(m) f j(m)
dn

dm
"i(k;m)" j(k;m), (5)

where !i is the mean density in the ith matter component,
fi(m) is the average fraction of mass in halos of total mass
m residing in the ith component, dn/dm is the mass function
of halos, and "i(k;m) is the Fourier transform of the mean
density profile of the ith component in halos of total mass m.
For example, the profiles of dark matter halos are often mod-
eled by NFW profiles, in which case, "i(k;m) is the Fourier
transform of the NFW density profile (e.g., given by Scocci-
marro et al. 2001) with a concentration parameter set by some
relation (e.g., Bullock et al. 2001). The two-halo contribution
to P(k) is

P2Hi j (k) =
1

!i! j
Plin(k)Bi(k)Bj(k), (6)

where

Bi(k) !

!

dmmfi(m)
dn

dm
"i(k;m)bh(m), (7)

Plin(k) is the linear matter power spectrum, and bh(m) is the
mass-dependent halo bias.
Our primary aim in applying the halo model is to study the

qualitative features of the spectra from our simulations rather
than to provide a precise, quantitative description. There-
fore, we adopt the fitting forms for the mass function and lin-
ear bias of dark matter halos provided by Sheth & Tormen
(1999), rather than any of several updated bias prescriptions
(e.g., Jenkins et al. 2001; Seljak &Warren 2004; Tinker et al.
2006, see Cooray & Sheth 2002 and Zentner 2006 recent re-
views). This choice guarantees that the two normalization re-
lations

1

!

!

dm
dn

dm
= 1 (8)

and
!

dm
dn

dm

"

m

!

#

bh(m) = 1 (9)

are satisfied identically without making any further, and of-
ten arbitrary, choices about how these relations should be
enforced. As halos have a finite extent set by their virial
radii, the integrals in Eq. (7) should not extend over all mass

but should be limited to halos with virial radii smaller than
r " k#1. This e!ect is known as halo exclusion. Though
more complex and accurate implementations of halo exclu-
sion exist (e.g., Tinker et al. 2006), we use the model for
halo exclusion introduced by Zheng (2004). Briefly, we set
the upper bounds on the integrals in Eq. (6) to the halo mass
that corresponds to a virial radius of rmax = 2#k

#1. Previous
studies have found this prescription to be useful for practical
applications (e.g., Zheng 2004; Zehavi et al. 2004).
The last ingredients necessary to build a halo model of the

matter power spectrum are specifications of the density pro-
files that characterize the distribution of each matter compo-
nent within halos. We treat each of the cases of pure dark
matter, dark matter with non-radiative gas, and dark matter
with gas cooling and star formation slightly di!erently, with
prescriptions motivated by our set of simulations.
We model the dark matter halos in both the N-body and

non-radiative cases with the NFW density profile [Eq. (3)].
As in § 3.2.2, the concentrations of halos are di!erent in each
case, and we include this e!ect in our implementation of the
halo model. In our modeling, it is necessary to extrapolate be-
yond the range of concentrations probed directly by our sim-
ulations. Partly motivated by the fact that we aim to represent
the features of our simulated spectra qualitatively, we adopt a
particular form of the analytic model for halo concentrations
introduced in Bullock et al. (2001). Similar to other authors
(e.g., Dolag et al. 2004; Kuhlen et al. 2005; Wechsler et al.
2006; Macciò et al. 2007), we find that the relationship be-
tween concentration and mass in our simulations has a smaller
normalization and a slightly shallower slope than that of the
Bullock et al. (2001) model in its original form. In the Bul-
lock et al. (2001) model, the parameter F controls the slope of
the concentration-mass relation while K is an overall normal-
ization. The original work of Bullock et al. (2001) advocates
values of F = 10#2 and K = 4.0. We find that the mean con-
centration as a function of mass in the DMO simulation is well
described by the Bullock et al. (2001) model with parameters
F = 10#5 and K = 1.7. We stress that these parameters are
not the result of a formal fitting procedure and defer further
exploration of the concentration-mass relation to future work.
The halos in our DMG NR simulation exhibit somewhat

higher concentrations than those in the DMO simulation. Over
the mass range measured in the simulation, we use the mea-

galaxy formation
non-radiative gas

dissipationless n-body

Concentrations for 
total matter profiles



Modeling Baryons

Model reduces DE parameter biases to 
< 10% of statistical uncertainties



“Self Calibrate” 
Concentrations

Let the concentration-mass relation float and be 
determined along with cosmology

Two Models

Power law:  c(M,z) = c0 (M/M★)-α(1+z)-β 

where α~0.05, β~1 in N-body case

General:  let c(M,z) be set independently in 
a set of bins



Parameter Degradation 
with Self Calibration

Even in this simplistic model, self calibration drastically 
reduces bias yet it only slightly expands constraints

Power-Law c(M,z)



Parameter Degradation 
with Self Calibration



Constraints on Concentrations

Constraints on baryonic physics could well be at 
meaningful levels
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ability to study the cosmic dark energy. However, ob-
servational constraints on concentrations are interesting
in their own right. Indeed, we were driven to consider
general parameterizations of halo structure because the
baryonic physics that govern galaxy formation and influ-
ence the structures of halos is very uncertain. Direct con-
straints on concentrations may help to inform models of
galaxy formation. Furthermore, constraints derived from
a weak lensing survey as described above, would not be
subject to the same selection as studies of galaxy groups
and clusters or studies that rely on selecting sample mem-
bers or stacking systems according to some member prop-
erty. Therefore, these constraints can complement other
techniques even if they are not directly competitive with
other methods. We now focus on the constraints on halo
concentrations that can be derived from weak lensing to-
mography.

Consider first constraints on the e!ective halo mass-
concentration relation in the power-law concentration
mass relation. Figure 7 shows two-dimensional con-
fidence contours for the concentrations of halos after
marginalizing over all other parameters, including dark
energy. For convenience, the pivot masses and redshifts
are listed in the upper right portion of this plot. Con-
centrations are very well determined near halo masses of
! 1 " 1014 h!1M" and a redshift z ! 0.2. The slight
di!erences in these values for each experiment reflect the
fact that the statistical errors have a di!erent scale de-
pendence for each experiment. LSST has the greatest sky
coverage, so the LSST pivot mass is the largest. Con-
versely, SNAP has much less sky coverage but with a
galaxy number density of n̄ = 100 arcmin!2 it is very
deep and has the smallest mpiv. These mpiv and zpiv

values are not unexpected. It is already well known that
these masses are the largest contributors to the conver-
gence power near ! ! 103 [26, 77].

The concentration constraints achieved in the course
of this self calibration are stringent and potentially very
useful. Marginalizing over the other parameters, LSST
alone can provide a ! 5% constraint on cpiv at 1", and
can constrain the mass and redshift power-law indices to
"(#) = 0.08 and "($) = 0.27 respectively. Both SNAP
and DES constrain cpiv at the ! 10% level.

Figure 8 shows concentration parameter constraints
on the binned c(m, z) relation model. First, recall that
our convention is to designate our concentration param-
eters with a subscript of the value of the logarithm of
the halo mass at the bin center. The parameter that
describes halo concentrations at m = 1013.5 h!1M" is
c13.5 and so on. Rather than displaying all parameter
constraints, Figure 8 shows a reduced set of parameters
that are at least mildly constrained by the experiments
that we consider. The other concentration parameters
are constrained at uninteresting levels in all cases.

The fact that halo concentrations are most well con-
strained near halo masses near ! 1014 h!1M" can be
seen directly in Figure 8. This is clearly the most well
constrained parameter. In fact, this parameter can be

FIG. 7: Constraints on the e!ective halo concentration pa-
rameters from tomographic weak lensing after marginalizing
over the uncertainty in cosmological parameters. This plot
shows 1! confidence contours on the parameters of the power-
law concentration relation. We show the fractional uncer-
tainty in cpiv relative to the fiducial model. Recall that the
pivot concentration is the concentration at the halo mass and
redshift at which concentrations are best determined. In all
panels, from outermost to innermost, the contours correspond
to those achievable with DES, SNAP, and LSST using mul-
tipoles up to "max = 3000. In the upper right portion of the
plot, we list the parameterization and the values of the pivot
masses and redshifts for convenience.

constrained with an uncertainty "(c14.5)/c14.5 = 0.48 rel-
ative to the fiducial value by LSST alone. In the Ma
et al. [42] fiducial model with greater small-scale power,
LSST constrains this parameter relatively more strin-
gently with "(c14.5)/c14.5 = 0.31. Generally, this param-
eter is somewhat degenerate with the concentration value
at the next lowest mass bin c13.5, and a combination of
these two parameters is constrained at interesting levels.
As with the power-law case, the redshift dependence is
comparably poorly constrained.

Though the constraints presented in Fig. 8 are mod-
est, those in the power-law model of Fig. 7 are encourag-
ing and recall that we have been rather conservative in
our priors. Given that precise concentration constraints
may inform the modeling of baryonic physics, it is inter-
esting to estimate the best possible constraints on con-
centrations that may be achieved with these methods.
To minimize the interplay between dark energy and con-
centration parameters, we may assume that dark energy
parameters are known extremely well from other experi-
ments, for example through the supernovae measured by
SNAP itself, and that we aim to measure e!ective halo
concentrations via weak lensing. This is analogous to the
dark energy constraints shown in Fig. 2, where it was as-
sumed that concentrations were known perfectly, but in
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In Addition ...

Tomography is critical ...

Priors on concentrations that are better than 30% 
lead to rapid improvements in DE parameters

Galaxy correlation information will  be critical

High-ℓinformation will help

Need to consider this in much more detail
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